In the absence of oil in the porous medium, the STARS TM foam model has three parameters to describe the foam quality dependence, fmmob , fmdry , and epdry . Even for a specified value of epdry , two pairs of values of fmmob and fmdry can sometimes match experimentally measured 
Introduction
) is the distinction between the low-quality regime and the high-quality regime in steady-state flow. In the former, the apparent viscosity increases with increasing foam quality (gas fractional flow) and in the latter, the apparent viscosity decreases with increasing foam quality.
For a fixed total flow rate, the apparent viscosity is a maximum at this transition.
This transition can be identified by two measurable observations, the transition- 
Results and discussion

Non-unique solutions to match the transition foam viscosity
Non-graphical solution
In Part 1 of this paper series we introduced a hybrid contour plot method to match the transition foam viscosity between the high-quality regime and the lowquality regime. Here we discuss how to solve this problem non-graphically and how to deal with the issue of non-uniqueness. The equations used for steadystate modeling of foam flow are shown in the appendix (Eqns (A.1) to (A.5)).
The transition water saturation t w S between the high-quality and low-quality foam regimes is defined by: With a preset value of epdry , the goal is to solve Eqns (2) and (3) simultaneously to obtain fmmob and fmdry . Table A1 as an example. If the solution exists, one can use the derivative method and the root-finding algorithm to solve Eqns (1) to (3).
However, a modern strategy is to use search algorithms for finding minimum without deriving the derivative. Figure 1 shows the flow chart of our proposed non-graphical search method to fit experimentally measured Fun ) for minimization using the simplex search in the outer loop and the golden section search in the inner loop are shown in Eqns (4) and (5), respectively: 
Strategy to handle the non-uniqueness problem
The success using the approach proposed in Section 2. It is necessary to use the graphical method to investigate the existence and uniqueness of the solutions. As stated in Part 1 of this paper series, the solution can be found by superimposing the contour plots of the transition foam quality and the foam apparent viscosity 3 . However, only the value of 0.1006 for fmdry was observed in our previous work due to the limited parameter domain which had been scanned. In Figure 2 (a), we scan the parameter domains for fmmob over 4 orders of magnitude (10 3 to 10 7 ). Interestingly, the second solution is found as the contour of the transition foam quality (the red curve in Figure 2) forms a circuitous curve instead of a monotonic decreasing curve. These two pairs of solutions for fmmob and fmdry , as indicated by the intersections between the blue curve and the red curve in Figure 2 (a), are consistent with the finding in Figure 1 using the non-graphical method and appropriate starting values of the parameters.
(a) (b) Figure 2 . Location of the roots which match transition foam data using the hybrid contour plot method on a log-log scale. (a) shows the parameter scan in the range of In order to evaluate how well these two sets of solutions fit experiments, we compare them with experimental data in Figure 3 . The red curve (model fit 1) using the solution which satisfies t w S fmdry < well fits the experimental data, while the green curve (model fit 2) does not appear to fit the experiments. Moreover, the green curve indicates a foam apparent viscosity of over 250 cp even at 100% gas injection, which is physically unreasonable. Thus, this set of non-physical solution needs to be eliminated in the algorithm. In Figure 2 Figure 4 (b)) as bubble trapping and mobilization rather than Comparison of model fit with experimental data using two sets of parameters found in Figure 2 . The rest of the parameters are used as shown in Table A1 with a preset epdry of 500. In "model fit 1", fmdry is smaller than 
Discussion on multi-variable, multi-dimensional search
Multi-variable, multi-dimensional search methods are considered as useful approaches to find an optimal set of multiple parameters. These techniques in general fall into two categories: unconstrained methods and constrained methods.
The details of various optimization methods are available in the literature [9] [10] [11] [12] . If the goal of fitting foam parameters is to minimize the residual sum of squares for all available experimental data, the problem can be stated as: ) with a negative fmdry . In order to have a wider range of initial guesses applicable to search the global minimum, a feasible way to add the constraints to unconstrained optimization is to use the penalty function 11, 12 . We use the constraint wc S fmdry ≥ as a penalty function and construct a new objective function in Eqn (7): In Eqn (7), Θ is the penalty function and k σ is the penalty coefficient.
Several iterations may be needed to implement the penalty function method if the solution does not converge quickly. The solution from the previous iteration is used as the initial guess and the penalty coefficient is increased in each iteration to solve the unconstrained problem 11, 12 . Specifically for the experimental data in Compared with the 2-parameter model fit in Figure 3 which exactly fit the transition fractional flow and viscosity, this unconstrained optimization method provides a good fit to all the data points. However, this approach misses the fit to Table A1 .
the transition foam quality (around 10% absolute error) as shown in Figure 5 . A closer fit to the transition data is possible by giving more weight to the transition data during the fitting (
). The finding of
indicates that a small value of epdry (less than 1000) shows a good fit to this set of steady-state experimental data, which represents a gradual transition between the high-quality and the low-quality foam regime. The fitting method focusing on the transition foam data in Section 2.1 is still valuable for a preliminary estimation of the parameters, as the strongest foam at the transition foam quality is possibly least affected by trapped gas, minimum pressure gradient and gravity segregation in 1-D experiments. These effects will be evaluated in the future and added to the model fit if they significantly affect the model fit. In general, the main challenge of using multi-variable, multidimensional search is the possibility of reaching local minimum. This issue is especially significant when available experimental data points are not abundant and too many modeling parameters are used. To avoid this problem, one can choose an initial guess using the 2-parameter search method shown in Section 2.1 and add constraints to the searching algorithm as needed.
Numerical oscillation in transient foam simulation
It has been noted that epdry should not be too large in order to have acceptable stability and run time in simulators using the finite difference algorithm 6, 13 . In Part 1 of this series of papers, we simulated the transient foam process of continuous gas injection to 100% surfactant-solution-saturated porous media. Table A1 . shown as a spike in Figure 7 (g). Therefore, a substantially higher local foam apparent viscosity results in the 28 th grid block at 0.5162 TPV in Figure 7 Table A1 .
In order to understand the main factors in finite difference simulation which contribute to this numerical artifact observed in Figure 6 of the one in the base case, however, no significant change is observed in the numerical oscillations. This result reveals that the IMPES simulator is numerically The foam modeling parameters in Table 1 Therefore, only strong foams with an abrupt transition between the highquality and low-quality regimes may exhibit significant numerical oscillation.
Since foam modeling parameters can be estimated by a combination of matching Table 1 . The rest of the parameters are used as shown in Table A1 . In Part 1 of this series of papers we showed a wide range of epdry could be used to estimate fmmob and fmdry at the transition foam quality in steady-state experiments. We verify the results here in Figure 11 with the numerical method proposed in Figure 1 and show the parameter sensitivity to epdry . Figure 11(a) showed that different preset epdry ranging from 500 to 500,000 can fit the transition experimental data using the non-graphical approach proposed in Figure 1 . fmmob decreases when epdry increases (Figure 11(b) ) till fmmob approaches a plateau value, while fmdry only exhibits a subtle change in the third significant digit in response to epdry (Figure 11(c) ). This is because fmdry asymptotically approaches 
Sensitivity of foam parameters
Parameters in the STARS
Conclusions
In summary, we discuss non-uniqueness in foam parameter estimation, To match all available data points using multi-dimensional, multi-variable search, one can use the unconstrained optimization approach with an appropriate initial guess which is close to the global optimum. The penalty function method for constrained optimization can be applied for a wider range of initial guesses. In this work we mainly investigate the estimation of the three foam parameters ( fmmob , fmdry , and epdry ) in the dry-out function, given the situation that the rest of the parameters are already known as shown in . The rest of the parameters are used as shown in Table A1 .
As shown in Figure A1 , a shock front will result if 100% gas displaces 100% surfactant solution. The shock saturation is determined by drawing a straight line from the initial condition ( IC g S , = 0) which is tangential to the fractional flow curve.
In the case in Figure A1 we get 
